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About the DIPAC-project  

The data described in this report were collected for the DIPAC-project.1 The 

project’s aim was to closer investigate the proposed crisis of parties and party 

systems in Western Europe during the last four decades. The implications of the 

crisis are that the link between political parties and citizens has been broken, that the 

political substance of the dominant parties is becoming increasingly similar, and that 

party systems are being fragmented along new cleavages where right-wing populist, 

anti-immigration parties are being set against their opposites, such as green parties. 

The project aimed to answer the following two questions: 

1. To what extent are the ideas and policies of political parties converging or 

diverging in Western European party systems? 

2. Are changes in the parties’ ideas and policies initiated mainly by the parties, 

or are they adjusting to voter demand arising from social changes? 

One of our main goals was to collect and analyze data on parties, governments, 

parliaments and voters in established democracies in a systematic and comparable 

manner for the time-period from the mid-1970s to the mid-2010s. The nine cases in 

focus in the project are Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany2, Ireland, the 

Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. The selection of party 

systems means that the study focuses on established, historically persistent, 

economically well-developed, and wealthy representative democracies. However, 

the cases also include varying electoral and party systems in both federal and 

unitary states, as well as both consensus- and conflict-oriented party systems. Given 

these differences, our study represents a most-different-system design.3 

The long time-period covered means that year-by-year data is not feasible. Instead 

the aim has been to collect all types of data as close as possible to the middle of 

each decade, i.e. 1975, 1985, 1995, 2005 and 2015, with an extra collection point 

                                                      

1 Decreased Ideological Polarization and Conflict in Western Europe is funded by the 

Swedish Research Council and the Crafoord Foundation. For more information see 

https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/forskningsprojekt/project-decreased-ideological-

polarization-and-conflict-in-western-europe-dipac/  

2 Until German reunification we study the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany/the 

Bonn Republic). After reunification we study the entire country.  

3 Given that the focus is on European countries that have been stable democracies, there are 

a few other possible countries that we could have opted to stud, for example Austria, Finland 

and Italy. These would not have added any substantial variation in terms of the political or 

party system criteria we have used. We thus prioritized covering a longer time period rather 

than adding more countries.   

https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/forskningsprojekt/project-decreased-ideological-polarization-and-conflict-in-western-europe-dipac/
https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/forskningsprojekt/project-decreased-ideological-polarization-and-conflict-in-western-europe-dipac/
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around 2010. We have focused on government declaration after the election closest 

prior to the mid-point of each decade. 

This report covers the data collected by coding government declaration from the 

cases during our selected years, except Ireland. As Ireland does not have a tradition 

of giving government declaration, they are not included in this study. For all other 

cases, we collected the government declarations. The format and style of these may 

vary, but the government declarations are usually made at the start of the 

parliamentary year or immediately after the formation of governments, outlining the 

plans and policies of the new government. While the main focus is on ideological 

position of government declarations we have also coded if the government 

declarations emphasize competence over ideology and their main enemy and 

problem. 

Ideology in government declarations 

The Dipac-project analyses government declarations as ideological documents from 

government parties. We regard ideology as visions, frames or worldviews that give 

voters an idea of how the party would like to see society develop and why. So, how 

do we establish whether parties stand for different ideologies or worldviews? While 

occasionally parties end up supporting the same concrete policy, they could do this 

for completely different reasons. A populist radical right party might propose 

reduced levels of immigration because the party is ideologically in favour of an 

‘ethnically homogeneous’ society. At the same time, a social democratic party 

might be supporting similar levels of immigration because the party is eager to 

preserve its ideologically prioritised welfare state (Hinnfors et al. 2012: 599). 

In order to tap into the parties’ ideological reasoning we believe it necessary to 

discern between levels of ‘increasing specificity and orientation towards action’ 

(Petersson 1964: 29). While pledges and issue positions are decidedly policy and 

action-oriented (Petersson 1964: 30; c.f. Goldstein and Keohane 1993: 8 ff.; Lewin 

1967: 77; Rose 1993: 145 ff; for an overview, see Hinnfors 2006: 32 ff.) they do not 

provide us with first-hand information of a party’s ideological vision, undiluted by 

strategic or other reasons. Our focus is the ideological frame that the policies and 

pledges are set in rather than the pledges and policies as such (Åsard and Bennett 

1997: 16; Hinnfors 2006: 37). These ideological frames are ‘ordering the world, 

ideas may shape agendas, which can profoundly shape outcomes. Insofar as ideas 

put blinders on people, reducing the number of conceivable alternatives, they serve 

as invisible switchmen, not only by turning action onto certain tracks rather than 

others … but also by obscuring the other tracks from the agent’s view.’ (Goldstein 

and Keohane 1993: 12). Potentially political actors position themselves ‘along 

dimensions of ideology or values’ which might ‘shape voters’ political choices’ 

(Evans and De Graaf 2013: 5).  
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Coding of ideology 

In order to determine the government parties’ ideological positions we have coded 

the government declarations after the general election during selected years. The 

focus is on the government declaration as a whole, not sentences or sections. The 

coding is thus qualitative, with the coder making a judgment for predetermined 

ideological sub-dimension. This also means that not every sentence is coded. 

Rather, the coder has identified typical quotes illustrating the government parties’ 

reasoning on this dimension – along with any ‘problematic’ statements that might 

make the government parties’ position unclear. 

We code the government parties’ ideologies into two dimensions, each with several 

predetermined sub-dimensions.4 These are listed in Table 1.  

Table 1. Ideological dimensions and sub-dimensions in government 

declarations. 

Left-Right GAL-TAN 

State-Market Civil liberties – Law & order 

Public-Private welfare provision Cosmopolitanism - Nationalism 

High – Low redistribution  Environment – Economic growth 

 Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism 

 Multiculturalism – National unity 

 EU positive – EU negative 

 

The focus on coding is always on the ideological reasoning of the government 

parties, in that there are no policy proposals that automatically place the government 

parties in a particular category on a particular dimension. Parties belonging to two 

separate governments may propose the same reform, but for different reasons. In 

one government declaration, parties might advocate state run train companies 

because it believes the state should command as much of the economy as possible, 

while in another government declarations, parties might be fiercely pro-market, but 

be willing to make an exception for publicly owned train companies due to 

managerial reasons. In the first case, the parties’ belief in state ownership would 

lead it to be coded as Left on the sub-dimension State-Market. In the second case, 

the stated belief that the state should intervene in some cases, while the preference is 

for the free market would lead to a coding of Right with elements of Left. 

                                                      

4 The same sub-dimensions are used in our coding of election manifestos (see Blombäck el 

al. 2019). 
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The specific policy issues within each sub-dimension also tends to vary both 

between countries and over time. For this reason, we based the coding on a series of 

questions designed to tap into the ideological reasoning of the parties.5  

State-market focuses on the state’s role in economy. Should it regulate free market, 

and if so how much? Is it up to the state to solve (economic) problems, by 

regulation or stimulus packages, or is it better left to the market? Are government 

owned companies or utilities acceptable, or perhaps even desirable?  

Public-private welfare provision focuses on who should provide welfare and other 

public goods. Do the government parties prefer private or public provision of, eg, 

health care and education? Is it the responsibility of the state or the 

individual/family to pay?  

High – low redistribution asks how much redistribution there should be between 

rich and poor, as well as on issues of social spending and taxation.  

Civil liberties - law and order focuses on the tension between the individual’s rights 

against intervention from the state and the states mandate to ensure collective safety. 

Do the government parties prioritize rule of law and civil liberties or security? Is 

crime best dealt with by prevention or a focus on law enforcement? How much 

government surveillance is acceptable? 

Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism focuses on the country’s relationship to the 

surrounding world. Do the government parties view contact and collaboration with 

other countries as beneficial or threatening? Is national sovereignty or international 

co-operation most important? Is national security and well-being best ensured by 

diplomacy and free trade or a strong military?   

Environment - economic growth does not only ask if the party believes that 

protecting the environment is good, but also how the party prioritizes between the 

environment and the economy. Is environmental protection only possible or 

desirable as long as it does not damage the economy and the standard of living, or 

should we be willing to make financial sacrifices in order to safeguard nature?   

Individual liberty – social authoritarianism focuses on the relationship between the 

individual and the societal collective. Do the government parties stress the 

individual’s right to choose how to live their life or the importance of traditional 

values and social cohesion? Should the government’s role be to protect minorities, 

promote traditional ways of live or simply to not interfere in issues of family 

formation, religion etc?  

                                                      

5 The full coding scheme can be found in Appendix I. 
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Multiculturalism – national unity deals with the relationship between the 

state/nation and minority groups. Should it be possible or even encouraged for 

individuals and groups to use different languages and have different beliefs, or are 

all such differences a threat to the national unity? Should minority groups be 

allowed to make some decisions for themselves, or is it more important that all 

citizens are treated exactly the same?  

EU positive – EU negative, finally, asks what the government parties’ view on 

European integration are. Should the country remain in/join the EU and push for 

further integration, or should it leave the EU?   

The first step is determining if the sub-dimension is present at all in the government 

declaration, and coding how salient the sub-dimension is. Saliency is coded into 0-

No mention, 1-Mentioned, 2-Somewhat discussed and 3-Central dimension. No 

mention simply means that the sub-dimension is not mentioned at all, while 

Mentioned means that the topic is addressed, but in such little detail that it is not 

possible to identify an ideological position.6 Central dimensions indicates the three 

sub-dimensions most important for the government parties, which were identified 

either by government declaration statements that a particular issue was most 

important or by several areas of politics being understood in the context of this sub-

dimension.7 It is, however, possible for government parties to have fewer than three 

central dimensions, if these criteria are not met for three sub-dimensions. All other 

sub-dimensions, where it is possible to identify a position, are coded as Somewhat 

discussed.    

Since the identifying characteristics of the sub-dimensions that are least salient is 

that we do not know what the government parties think of them, either because they 

are not mentioned at all or only in passing, we cannot code an ideological position 

for them. Thus only those sub-dimensions that are discussed or central (saliency 2 or 

3) are coded into ideological positions.  

For each sub-dimension the position is coded from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating Left or 

GAL. Each sub-dimension has five possible steps. In addition to Left/GAL and 

Right/TAN it is possible to be Left, with elements of Right, and vice versa,8 or in the 

central Both/Unclear category. 

                                                      

6 Examples include government declarations stating that the environment is important, or 

stating that their country is a member of the EU, but not making any proposals or indicating 

what kind of development they would like to see.  

7 For example by linking both economic and foreign policy to environmental issues, or by 

linking all social and economic problems with migration.  

8 For the other dimension it is GAL, with elements of TAN and vice versa. 
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The sub-dimensions can then be aggregated to the level of the Left-Right and GAL-

TAN dimensions respectively. This gives an average saliency between 0 and 3 and 

an ideological position between 0 and 1. It is also possible to calculate averages or 

polarization for the party system as a whole. 

The central Both/Unclear category actually captures two theoretically distinct 

concepts, both those government parties that are genuinely centrist and those 

government parties that are unclear. In order to be able to distinguish between these 

we have added the concept of blurriness to or coding. For government parties that 

have been in coded in the centre we indicate if this is because the government 

declaration is actually ideologically centrist (not blurry) or if it is because the 

government declaration is combining positions from either side of the ideological 

dimension (blurry). 

Ideology- competence, main problem and main enemy   

We have coded each government declaration in terms of focus on an ideology or 

competence. If the government parties’ appeal is mainly on its ideology or issue 

positions we give it a score of 0, if it is mainly running on its governmental ability 

or previous success we give it a score of 1, with two intermediate levels.9 

For each government declaration, we also indicate the main problem and/or the 

main enemy.10 For some government parties the main problem and the main enemy 

will be the same, eg if the government parties indicate the opposition as the most 

important problem. For other government parties the main problem might be more 

abstract, such as ‘the economy’.  Not all government parties will always indicate a 

main enemy, making the presence or absence of an enemy an indicator of conflict 

between parties. Similarly, the main problem can be used as an alternative 

indication of which themes were salient for the government parties during their term 

in office.   

The results from the coding are entered into a dataset. For the full set of variables, 

see Appendix II. 

The coding process 

The coding was carried out by a small team of coders recruited among MA students 

and recent MA graduates at the department of political science at the University of 

Gothenburg, supervised by Sofie Blombäck, (who also coded government 

                                                      

9 0,25 – ideology with some competence and 0,75 – competence with some ideology. 

10 We differentiate between government, opposition, other parties in parliament (eg far right 

parties) and non-parliamentary actors. 
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declarations).11 All government declarations from the same party system were coded 

by the same coder, to ensure as much within country consistency as possible. At the 

same time, the coders worked close to each other, and were encouraged to discuss 

their coding so as to keep the whole project team ‘on the same page’.  

Each coder was given instructions in the coding manual and the NVivo software 

used, and briefed on the aim of the coding – that is to achieve a qualitative overall 

assessment of the government parties’ stance on each ideological sub-dimension. 

The coders read through each declaration, flagging sections of text that were 

relevant for identifying an ideological position on one or more sub-dimension. The 

coder then summarized each declaration into a coding sheet, indicating saliency, 

position and potential blurriness for each dimension, as well as the main enemy, 

main problem and focus on ideology or competence. For each of these coding 

decisions it was possible, but not mandatory, to enter a short comment motivating 

the coding decision. These coding sheets are aggregated into the dataset used in the 

DIPAC project, but all the coded declarations are also preserved so that they can be 

referred back to when carrying out analyses.12  

Coders were also instructed to make special note of any coding decisions that were 

difficult to make for any reason, and all these were discussed at regular meetings 

between the coders and the project researchers to ensure that all borderline cases 

were handled in the same way.    

Reliability analysis 

While it should be kept in mind that a qualitative coding such as the one undertaken 

here can never be as precise as a more quantitative content analysis, we have carried 

out reliability coding for a part of the data. A new coder coded approximately 17 

percent of the material. Krippendorf’s Alpha (De Swert, 2012), was calculated for 

the position for each of the sub-dimensions. Krippendorf’s Alpha (KALPHA) not 

only considers the observed, but also the expected, disagreement between two 

coders. The observed disagreement indicates the percentage of mismatches between 

coders in values attributed to the same units, whereas the expected disagreement is a 

probability measure that coders code a unit rightly just by chance. KALHPA is 

basically a measure of correlation, ranging from 0 to 1, between two variables (the 

same variable coded twice) weighed by the probability that correct coding is 

random. A score of 0.8 or above is usually seen as an indication of good inter coder 

                                                      

11 The three coders were Sofie Blombäck, Laura Lungu and Ruben Dielman. At the initial 

stages of the project Sara van der Meiden contributing to the development of the coding 

scheme.   

12 For access to the full text of the government declarations with the DIPAC codes, contact 

the project manager. See https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/forskningsprojekt/project-

decreased-ideological-polarization-and-conflict-in-western-europe-dipac/ 

https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/forskningsprojekt/project-decreased-ideological-polarization-and-conflict-in-western-europe-dipac/
https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/forskningsprojekt/project-decreased-ideological-polarization-and-conflict-in-western-europe-dipac/
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reliability, but scores as low as 0.6 can be acceptable if the coding is highly 

complex, as is the case here.  

The result of the reliability coding are shown in Figures 1 through 2, indicating the 

scores both for treating the scale as ordinal and nominal values. Most indicators 

reach or surpass the 0.6 threshold, especially when it comes to the coding of the left-

right variables. While the GAL-TAN variables show some more variation, it is 

worth noting that the aggregated ideological dimension has mean scores of just 

below 0.70, indicating that at the aggregated level we tend to have good inter coder 

reliability.  

The ideology-competence variable was also recoded. It is not shown in the figures, 

but the KALPHA score was 0.84, regardless of whether the scale was considered to 

be nominal or ordinal.  

Figure 1. Reliability test of Left-Right variables 
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Figure 2. Reliability test of GAL-TAN variables 
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Appendix I – Coding schemes for Government 

Declarations 

 

Saliency is coded for each sub-dimension in the following categories:  

0 1 2 3 

Not mentioned at all Mentioned 

Somewhat discussed, 

possible to identify 

position 

Central dimension with 

clear ideological 

arguments provided. 

 

For each sub-dimension with a saliency score of 2 or 3, the party’s position in the 

government declaration as a whole is coded into the following categories: 

 0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1 

Left-Right  

sub-dimensions 
Left 

Left, with 

elements of right 
Both / Unclear 

Right, with 

elements of left 
Right 

GAL-TAN 

sub-dimensions 
GAL 

GAL, with 

elements of TAN 
Both / Unclear 

TAN, with 

elements of GAL 
TAN 

Ideology-

Competence 
Focus on 

ideology 

Ideology, with 

elements of 

competence 

N.A 

Competence, with 

elements of 

ideology 

Focus on 

competence 
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 Coding scheme for the ideological positions 

 0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1 

St
at

e
-M

ar
ke

t 

State guides the 

economy to a large 

extent. State should 

own some/many 

commodities. Active 

intervention by state 

solution to economic 

problems. 

Exception: 

unions/employer 

association can be 

allowed, but should be 

regulated/protected to 

avoid bad effects of 

market on people.  

 

State should be 

active in the 

economy, but there 

are also some areas 

where the free 

market makes 

necessary/ 

important 

contributions. 

Either unclear 

position, or 

combination 

of pro-free 

market with 

role for the 

state 

The free 

market is 

preeminent, 

but there are 

some cases 

where the 

state might 

need to play a 

role. 

Regulation of 

market 

important. 

State can act 

to improve 

conditions 

(infrastructure, 

education) for 

business, as 

long as not 

interfering 

with free 

market. 

 

 

As little 

involvement 

of state as 

possible, state 

only regulates 

free market. 

No/low state 

ownership, 

privatizations 

good. 

Deregulation 

as solution to 

economic 

problem. 

Exception: 

regulation 

acceptable if 

intended to 

free market 

from 

subversion by 

e.g. unions 

P
u

b
lic

-P
ri

va
te

 w
e

lf
ar

e
 

p
ro

vi
si

o
n

  

 

The state should both 

finance and provide 

welfare.  

Some private 

complements can be 

tolerated, but not 

encouraged 

Equal access important 

Some (positive) 

role for private 

actors possible, e.g. 

voluntary 

organisations, but 

welfare is the 

responsibility of the 

state. 

Either unclear 

position, or 

combination 

of both, e.g. 

freedom to 

choose 

provider with 

state 

guarantee of 

access 

State can 

regulate, fund 

or provide 

welfare to 

some degree, 

but private 

options are 

preferred and 

encouraged.  

Welfare 

should be 

provided and 

to at least 

some degree 

funded by 

private actors. 

Freedom to 

choose 

important 

H
ig

h
- 

Lo
w

 r
e

d
is

tr
ib

u
ti

o
n

 

Large degree of 

redistribution. High 

taxes, especially for 

wealthy, and large 

social spending, 

especially targeting the 

poor. 

High taxes and 

large social 

spending, but with 

less focus on 

redistribution, e.g. 

non-income related 

taxes or general 

welfare 

programmes 

Unclear 

position, or 

combining 

elements from 

both sides, 

e.g. favouring 

both tax cuts 

for wealthy 

and increased 

social 

spending on 

poor 

Low taxes and 

low social 

spending, but 

with less focus 

on diminished 

redistribution, 

e.g. tax cuts to 

low income 

earners. 

Social 

spending 

should be 

focused on 

those who 

most need it. 

Low share of 

redistribution. 

Lower taxes, 

especially for 

wealthy, and 

cuts to social 

spending, 

especially 

targeting 

poor.  
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En
vi

ro
n

m
e

n
t 
– 

Ec
o

n
o

m
ic

 g
ro

w
th

 

The environment 

should be protected, 

(almost) no matter 

what the economic 

cost. 

Economic growth and 

environmental 

protection difficult to 

achieve at the same 

time. 

The environment 

should be 

protected, in a cost- 

efficient way. 

Economic growth 

harms the 

environment, this 

should be rectified. 

Unclear 

position, e.g. 

mentioning 

environment 

as important 

but not 

connecting 

with 

economy. 

Arguing that 

environmental 

protection and 

economic 

growth go 

together 

Environmental 

concerns can 

only be 

addressed 

when the cost 

is not too 

high.  

Economic 

growth should  

(nearly 

always) be 

prioritized 

over 

environmental 

concerns.  

C
iv

il 
lib

e
rt

ie
s 
– 

La
w

 &
 o

rd
e

r Protection of civil 

liberties and individual 

rights paramount.  

Focus on e.g. right to 

fair trial 

If state must intervene 

prevention & care 

preferable to 

punishment. 

 

Civil liberties are 

most important, but 

some reference to 

maintaining law 

and order is also 

made. 

If state must 

intervene 

prevention & care 

preferable to 

punishment.    

Unclear, or 

elements of 

both.  

E.g. 

protection of 

some civil 

liberties 

combined 

with harsher 

sentences for 

some crimes 

While the 

state/society 

has the right to 

protect itself, 

some efforts 

should be 

made to 

protect the 

individual’s 

rights. 

Prevention, 

not only 

punishment 

Protection of 

law and order 

paramount.  

Focus on 

punishment, 

little or no 

focus on 

prevention of 

crime. 

In
d

iv
id

u
a

l  
lib

e
rt

y–
 S

o
ci

al
 a

u
th

o
ri

ta
ri

an
is

m
  

The individuals right 

to live as (s)he wishes 

is paramount. State 

should not prohibit 

some lifestyles (e.g. 

freedom of religion) or 

promoting others (e.g. 

benefits targeting 

traditional families). 

Exception: if explicit 

goal to promote 

individual freedom in 

society, e.g. regulation 

making it possible for 

individual to free 

themselves from social 

restrictions 

 

The individual 

should be free to 

choose lifestyle, but 

some limitations 

might be necessary 

to ensure a 

functional society. 

State can interfere 

to promote 

individual freedom 

or equal chances in 

society.   

Unclear, or 

elements of 

both, e.g. 

social norms 

held to be 

most 

important in 

some areas 

but individual 

freedom in 

others  

Individual 

lifestyle 

choices should 

be allowed, 

but not 

encouraged, 

and only if 

these do not 

pose threat to 

collective.  

No special 

treatment  

The collective 

(family, 

nation, class, 

survival of 

human race 

etc.) is more 

important 

than the 

individual. 

State should 

promote 

traditional 

values and 

ways of life in 

order to 

protect social 

cohesion. 
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M
u

lt
ic

u
lt

u
ra

lis
m

 –
 N

at
io

n
a

l u
n

it
y 

 

Several cultures/ways 

of life can co-exist & 

is beneficial.  

Migration policies 

should be generous, 

and the rights of 

minority groups 

protected.  

Migration & other 

cultural differences as 

opportunity, not threat. 

State/majority group 

responsible for 

integration  

While 

multiculturalism is 

good and should be 

encouraged, it’s 

important not to 

lose all traditional 

identity. 

Migration is in 

general positive, 

but some 

limitations/controls/ 

demands might be 

needed. 

Minority group 

responsible for 

integration. 

Unclear, or 

elements of 

both.  

E.g. 

protection for 

national 

minorities but 

not migrants, 

or openness to 

migration 

only if 

beneficial to 

own country.  

Minority 

cultures can 

be tolerated, 

but only if 

secondary to 

national 

identity. State 

should not 

support or 

encourage any 

other 

traditions than 

the national 

ones.  

If migration is 

unavoidable it 

should be 

highly 

regulated 

Different 

cultures can 

and should 

not be mixed. 

Traditional 

way of life 

should be 

defended.  

Migration 

policies 

should be 

strict, with 

repatriation or 

assimilation 

as the goal.  

Migration & 

other cultural 

differences as 

threat, not 

opportunity. 

C
o

sm
o

p
o

lit
an

is
m

 –
N

at
io

n
a

lis
m

  

Contributing to a better 

world paramount. 

Co-operation with 

others is important, 

even if this entails loss 

of sovereignty.  

Unilateral force should 

not be used in 

international relations, 

no military alliances.  

Globalisation as 

opportunity, not threat. 

Any problems 

associated with 

globalisation should be 

solved by international 

co-operation 

International co-

operation is 

important and 

should be peaceful 

– but alliances for 

security, peace 

keeping missions 

etc. acceptable.  

Loss of sovereignty 

only acceptable if 

clearly outweighed 

by benefits. 

 

Unclear, or 

elements of 

both. 

International 

co-operation 

can be 

beneficial, but 

important that 

own country 

gains 

(financial, 

security, 

power etc.) 

from it.  

Loss of 

sovereignty 

not 

acceptable.  

Strong 

defence 

important 

Protection of 

own country 

paramount.  

Co-operation 

with others is 

risky and only 

acceptable if 

clearly 

advantageous. 

Loss of 

sovereignty 

never 

acceptable.  

Strong 

military 

important.  

Globalisation 

as threat. 

Solution to 

problems of 

globalisation 

is isolation/ 

protectionism 
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P
ro

-E
U

 –
 A

n
ti

-E
U

 
EU good thing, 

integration should be 

pushed further. 

Problems with EU 

should be solved by 

further co-

operation/integration. 

More EU-members 

good thing 

EU good thing, but 

further integration 

should be done 

carefully. Principle 

of subsidiarity 

important. 

Positive to current 

EU, but no mention 

of more or less 

integration.  

EU not 

perfect/has 

problems or is 

“bad idea”, 

but should not 

leave. 

EU good idea, 

but should not 

join.  

EU bad thing, 

less 

integration or 

substantial 

reform 

desirable. 

Either reform 

or leave.  

EU bad thing, 

European 

integration 

not desirable. 

Leave/not 

join 
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Appendix II – Variables  

Code Variable 

General information 

Party_name Party Name 

Party_code ParlGov Database Party Code  

Country 

1 Belgium, 2 Denmark, 3 France, 4 Germany, 5 Ireland, 6 

Netherlands, 7 Norway, 8 Sweden, 9 United Kingdom 

70s Election year coded in the mid-1970s 

80s Election year coded in the mid-1980s 

90s Election year coded in the mid-1990s 

00s Election year coded in the mid-2000s 

05s Election year coded around 2010 

10s Election year coded in the mid-2010s 

Ideological variables  

SM_70_s State-Market saliency in the mid-1970s 

SM_70_p State-Market position in the mid-1970s 

SM_70_b State-Market blurriness in the mid-1970s 

PP_70_s Public-Private welfare provision saliency in the mid-1970s 

PP_70_p Public-Private welfare provision position in the mid-1970s 

PP_70_b Public-Private welfare provision blurriness in the mid-1970s 

RE_70_s High-Low redistribution saliency in the mid-1970s 

RE_70_p High-Low redistribution position in the mid-1970s 

RE_70_b High-Low redistribution blurriness in the mid-1970s 

LR_70_s 

Average Left-Right saliency in the mid-1970s 

(SM_70_b+PP_70_b+RE_70_b /3) 

LR_70_p 

Average Left-Right position in the mid-1970s 

(SM_70_b+PP_70_b+RE_70_b /3) 

LR_70_b 

Average Left-Right blurriness in the mid-1970s 

(SM_70_b+PP_70_b+RE_70_b /3) 

CL_70_s Civil liberties –Law and order saliency in the mid-1970s 

CL_70_p Civil liberties –Law and order position in the mid-1970s 

CL_70_b Civil liberties –Law and order blurriness in the mid-1970s 

CN_70_s Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism saliency in the mid-1970s 

CN_70_p Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism position in the mid-1970s 

CN_70_b Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism blurriness in the mid-1970s 

EE_70_s Environment – Economic growth saliency in the mid-1970s 

EE_70_p Environment – Economic growth position in the mid-1970s 

EE_70_b Environment – Economic growth blurriness in the mid-1970s 

IS_70_s 

Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism saliency in the mid-

1970s 

IS_70_p 

Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism position in the mid-

1970s 

IS_70_b 

Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism blurriness in the mid-

1970s 

MN_70_s Multiculturalism – National unity saliency in the mid-1970s 

MN_70_p Multiculturalism – National unity position in the mid-1970s 
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MN_70_b Multiculturalism – National unity blurriness in the mid-1970s 

EU_70_s Pro-Anti EU saliency in the mid-1970s 

EU_70_p Pro-Anti EU position in the mid-1970s 

EU_70_b Pro-Anti EU blurriness in the mid-1970s 

GT_70_s 

Average GAL-TAN saliency in the mid-1970s 

(CL_70_s+CN_70_s+EE_70_s+IS_70_s+MN_70_s+EU_70_s/6) 

GT_70_p 

Average GAL-TAN position in the mid-1970s 

(CL_70_p+CN_70_p+EE_70_p+IS_70_p+MN_70_p+EU_70_p/6) 

GT_70_b 

Average GAL-TAN blurriness in the mid-1970s 

(CL_70_b+CN_70_b+EE_70_b+IS_70_b+MN_70_b+EU_70_b/6) 

IC_70 Ideology – Competence in the mid-1970s 

Enemy_70 Main Enemy in the mid-1970s 

Prob_70 Main Problem in the mid-1970s 

SM_80_s State-Market saliency in the mid-1980s 

SM_80_p State-Market position in the mid-1980s 

SM_80_b State-Market blurriness in the mid-1980s 

PP_80_s Public-Private welfare provision saliency in the mid-1980s 

PP_80_p Public-Private welfare provision position in the mid-1980s 

PP_80_b Public-Private welfare provision blurriness in the mid-1980s 

RE_80_s High-Low redistribution saliency in the mid-1980s 

RE_80_p High-Low redistribution position in the mid-1980s 

RE_80_b High-Low redistribution blurriness in the mid-1980s 

LR_80_s 

Average Left-Right saliency in the mid-1980s 

(SM_80_b+PP_80_b+RE_80_b /3) 

LR_80_p 

Average Left-Right position in the mid-1980s 

(SM_80_b+PP_80_b+RE_80_b /3) 

LR_80_b 

Average Left-Right blurriness in the mid-1980s 

(SM_80_b+PP_80_b+RE_80_b /3) 

CL_80_s Civil liberties –Law and order saliency in the mid-1980s 

CL_80_p Civil liberties –Law and order position in the mid-1980s 

CL_80_b Civil liberties –Law and order blurriness in the mid-1980s 

CN_80_s Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism saliency in the mid-1980s 

CN_80_p Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism position in the mid-1980s 

CN_80_b Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism blurriness in the mid-1980s 

EE_80_s Environment – Economic growth saliency in the mid-1980s 

EE_80_p Environment – Economic growth position in the mid-1980s 

EE_80_b Environment – Economic growth blurriness in the mid-1980s 

IS_80_s 

Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism saliency in the mid-

1980s 

IS_80_p 

Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism position in the mid-

1980s 

IS_80_b 

Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism blurriness in the mid-

1980s 

MN_80_s Multiculturalism – National unity saliency in the mid-1980s 

MN_80_p Multiculturalism – National unity position in the mid-1980s 

MN_80_b Multiculturalism – National unity blurriness in the mid-1980s 

EU_80_s Pro-Anti EU saliency in the mid-1980s 
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EU_80_p Pro-Anti EU position in the mid-1980s 

EU_80_b Pro-Anti EU blurriness in the mid-1980s 

GT_80_s 

Average GAL-TAN saliency in the mid-1980s 

(CL_80_s+CN_80_s+EE_80_s+IS_80_s+MN_80_s+EU_80_s/6) 

GT_80_p 

Average GAL-TAN position in the mid-1980s 

(CL_80_p+CN_80_p+EE_80_p+IS_80_p+MN_80_p+EU_80_p/6) 

GT_80_b 

Average GAL-TAN blurriness in the mid-1980s 

(CL_80_b+CN_80_b+EE_80_b+IS_80_b+MN_80_b+EU_80_b/6) 

IC_80 Ideology – Competence in the mid-1980s 

Enemy_80 Main Enemy in the mid-1980s 

Prob_80 Main Problem in the mid-1980s 

SM_90_s State-Market saliency in the mid-1990s 

SM_90_p State-Market position in the mid-1990s 

SM_90_b State-Market blurriness in the mid-1990s 

PP_90_s Public-Private welfare provision saliency in the mid-1990s 

PP_90_p Public-Private welfare provision position in the mid-1990s 

PP_90_b Public-Private welfare provision blurriness in the mid-1990s 

RE_90_s High-Low redistribution saliency in the mid-1990s 

RE_90_p High-Low redistribution position in the mid-1990s 

RE_90_b High-Low redistribution blurriness in the mid-1990s 

LR_90_s Average Left-Right saliency in the mid-1990s 

(SM_90_b+PP_90_b+RE_90_b /3) 

LR_90_p Average Left-Right position in the mid-1990s 

(SM_90_b+PP_90_b+RE_90_b /3) 

LR_90_b Average Left-Right blurriness in the mid-1990s 

(SM_90_b+PP_90_b+RE_90_b /3) 

CL_90_s Civil liberties –Law and order saliency in the mid-1990s 

CL_90_p Civil liberties –Law and order position in the mid-1990s 

CL_90_b Civil liberties –Law and order blurriness in the mid-1990s 

CN_90_s Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism saliency in the mid-1990s 

CN_90_p Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism position in the mid-1990s 

CN_90_b Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism blurriness in the mid-1990s 

EE_90_s Environment – Economic growth saliency in the mid-1990s 

EE_90_p Environment – Economic growth position in the mid-1990s 

EE_90_b Environment – Economic growth blurriness in the mid-1990s 

IS_90_s Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism saliency in the mid-

1990s 

IS_90_p Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism position in the mid-

1990s 

IS_90_b Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism blurriness in the mid-

1990s 

MN_90_s Multiculturalism – National unity saliency in the mid-1990s 

MN_90_p Multiculturalism – National unity position in the mid-1990s 

MN_90_b Multiculturalism – National unity blurriness in the mid-1990s 

EU_90_s Pro-Anti EU saliency in the mid-1990s 

EU_90_p Pro-Anti EU position in the mid-1990s 

EU_90_b Pro-Anti EU blurriness in the mid-1990s 
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GT_90_s Average GAL-TAN saliency in the mid-1990s 

(CL_90_s+CN_90_s+EE_90_s+IS_90_s+MN_90_s+EU_90_s/6) 

GT_90_p Average GAL-TAN position in the mid-1990s 

(CL_90_p+CN_90_p+EE_90_p+IS_90_p+MN_90_p+EU_90_p/6) 

GT_90_b Average GAL-TAN blurriness in the mid-1990s 

(CL_90_b+CN_90_b+EE_90_b+IS_90_b+MN_90_b+EU_90_b/6) 

IC_90 Ideology – Competence in the mid-1990s 

Enemy_90 Main Enemy in the mid-1990s 

Prob_90 Main Problem in the mid-1990s 

SM_00_s State-Market saliency in the mid-2000s 

SM_00_p State-Market position in the mid-2000s 

SM_00_b State-Market blurriness in the mid-2000s 

PP_00_s Public-Private welfare provision saliency in the mid-2000s 

PP_00_p Public-Private welfare provision position in the mid-2000s 

PP_00_b Public-Private welfare provision blurriness in the mid-2000s 

RE_00_s High-Low redistribution saliency in the mid-2000s 

RE_00_p High-Low redistribution position in the mid-2000s 

RE_00_b High-Low redistribution blurriness in the mid-2000s 

LR_00_s 

Average Left-Right saliency in the mid-2000s 

(SM_00_b+PP_00_b+RE_00_b /3) 

LR_00_p 

Average Left-Right position in the mid-2000s 

(SM_00_b+PP_00_b+RE_00_b /3) 

LR_00_b 

Average Left-Right blurriness in the mid-2000s 

(SM_00_b+PP_00_b+RE_00_b /3) 

CL_00_s Civil liberties –Law and order saliency in the mid-2000s 

CL_00_p Civil liberties –Law and order position in the mid-2000s 

CL_00_b Civil liberties –Law and order blurriness in the mid-2000s 

CN_00_s Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism saliency in the mid-2000s 

CN_00_p Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism position in the mid-2000s 

CN_00_b Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism blurriness in the mid-2000s 

EE_00_s Environment – Economic growth saliency in the mid-2000s 

EE_00_p Environment – Economic growth position in the mid-2000s 

EE_00_b Environment – Economic growth blurriness in the mid-2000s 

IS_00_s 

Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism saliency in the mid-

2000s 

IS_00_p 

Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism position in the mid-

2000s 

IS_00_b 

Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism blurriness in the mid-

2000s 

MN_00_s Multiculturalism – National unity saliency in the mid-2000s 

MN_00_p Multiculturalism – National unity position in the mid-2000s 

MN_00_b Multiculturalism – National unity blurriness in the mid-2000s 

EU_00_s Pro-Anti EU saliency in the mid-2000s 

EU_00_p Pro-Anti EU position in the mid-2000s 

EU_00_b Pro-Anti EU blurriness in the mid-2000s 

GT_00_s 

Average GAL-TAN saliency in the mid-2000s 

(CL_00_s+CN_00_s+EE_00_s+IS_00_s+MN_00_s+EU_00_s/6) 
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GT_00_p 

Average GAL-TAN position in the mid-2000s 

(CL_00_p+CN_00_p+EE_00_p+IS_00_p+MN_00_p+EU_00_p/6) 

GT_00_b 

Average GAL-TAN blurriness in the mid-2000s 

(CL_00_b+CN_00_b+EE_00_b+IS_00_b+MN_00_b+EU_00_b/6) 

IC_00 Ideology – Competence in the mid-2000s 

Enemy_00 Main Enemy in the mid-2000s 

Prob_00 Main Problem in the mid-2000s 

SM_05_s State-Market saliency around 2010 

SM_05_p State-Market position around 2010 

SM_05_b State-Market blurriness around 2010 

PP_05_s Public-Private welfare provision saliency around 2010 

PP_05_p Public-Private welfare provision position around 2010 

PP_05_b Public-Private welfare provision blurriness around 2010 

RE_05_s High-Low redistribution saliency around 2010 

RE_05_p High-Low redistribution position around 2010 

RE_05_b High-Low redistribution blurriness around 2010 

LR_05_s Average Left-Right saliency around 2010 

(SM_05_b+PP_05_b+RE_05_b /3) 

LR_05_p Average Left-Right position around 2010 

(SM_05_b+PP_05_b+RE_05_b /3) 

LR_05_b Average Left-Right blurriness around 2010 

(SM_05_b+PP_05_b+RE_05_b /3) 

CL_05_s Civil liberties –Law and order saliency around 2010 

CL_05_p Civil liberties –Law and order position around 2010 

CL_05_b Civil liberties –Law and order blurriness around 2010 

CN_05_s Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism saliency around 2010 

CN_05_p Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism position around 2010 

CN_05_b Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism blurriness around 2010 

EE_05_s Environment – Economic growth saliency around 2010 

EE_05_p Environment – Economic growth position around 2010 

EE_05_b Environment – Economic growth blurriness around 2010 

IS_05_s Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism saliency around 2010 

IS_05_p Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism position around 2010 

IS_05_b Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism blurriness around 2010 

MN_05_s Multiculturalism – National unity saliency around 2010 

MN_05_p Multiculturalism – National unity position around 2010 

MN_05_b Multiculturalism – National unity blurriness around 2010 

EU_05_s Pro-Anti EU saliency around 2010 

EU_05_p Pro-Anti EU position around 2010 

EU_05_b Pro-Anti EU blurriness around 2010 

GT_05_s Average GAL-TAN saliency around 2010 

(CL_05_s+CN_05_s+EE_05_s+IS_05_s+MN_05_s+EU_05_s/6) 

GT_05_p Average GAL-TAN position around 2010 

(CL_05_p+CN_05_p+EE_05_p+IS_05_p+MN_05_p+EU_05_p/6) 

GT_05_b Average GAL-TAN blurriness around 2010 

(CL_05_b+CN_05_b+EE_05_b+IS_05_b+MN_05_b+EU_05_b/6) 

IC_05 Ideology – Competence around 2010 
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Enemy_05 Main Enemy around 2010 

Prob_05 Main Problem around 2010 

SM_10_s State-Market saliency in the mid-2010s 

SM_10_p State-Market position in the mid-2010s 

SM_10_b State-Market blurriness in the mid-2010s 

PP_10_s Public-Private welfare provision saliency in the mid-2010s 

PP_10_p Public-Private welfare provision position in the mid-2010s 

PP_10_b Public-Private welfare provision blurriness in the mid-2010s 

RE_10_s High-Low redistribution saliency in the mid-2010s 

RE_10_p High-Low redistribution position in the mid-2010s 

RE_10_b High-Low redistribution blurriness in the mid-2010s 

LR_10_s Average Left-Right saliency in the mid-2010s 

(SM_10_b+PP_10_b+RE_10_b /3) 

LR_10_p Average Left-Right position in the mid-2010s 

(SM_10_b+PP_10_b+RE_10_b /3) 

LR_10_b Average Left-Right blurriness in the mid-2010s 

(SM_10_b+PP_10_b+RE_10_b /3) 

CL_10_s Civil liberties –Law and order saliency in the mid-2010s 

CL_10_p Civil liberties –Law and order position in the mid-2010s 

CL_10_b Civil liberties –Law and order blurriness in the mid-2010s 

CN_10_s Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism saliency in the mid-2010s 

CN_10_p Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism position in the mid-2010s 

CN_10_b Cosmopolitanism – Nationalism blurriness in the mid-2010s 

EE_10_s Environment – Economic growth saliency in the mid-2010s 

EE_10_p Environment – Economic growth position in the mid-2010s 

EE_10_b Environment – Economic growth blurriness in the mid-2010s 

IS_10_s Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism saliency in the mid-

2010s 

IS_10_p Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism position in the mid-

2010s 

IS_10_b Individual liberty – Social authoritarianism blurriness in the mid-

2010s 

MN_10_s Multiculturalism – National unity saliency in the mid-2010s 

MN_10_p Multiculturalism – National unity position in the mid-2010s 

MN_10_b Multiculturalism – National unity blurriness in the mid-2010s 

EU_10_s Pro-Anti EU saliency in the mid-2010s 

EU_10_p Pro-Anti EU position in the mid-2010s 

EU_10_b Pro-Anti EU blurriness in the mid-2010s 

GT_10_s Average GAL-TAN saliency in the mid-2010s 

(CL_10_s+CN_10_s+EE_10_s+IS_10_s+MN_10_s+EU_10_s/6) 

GT_10_p Average GAL-TAN position in the mid-2010s 

(CL_10_p+CN_10_p+EE_10_p+IS_10_p+MN_10_p+EU_10_p/6) 

GT_10_b Average GAL-TAN blurriness in the mid-2010s 

(CL_10_b+CN_10_b+EE_10_b+IS_10_b+MN_10_b+EU_10_b/6) 

IC_10 Ideology – Competence in the mid-2010s 

Enemy_10 Main Enemy in the mid-2010s 

Prob_10 Main Problem in the mid-2010s 
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